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Literary Terms
Protagonist (the Hero)
The story’s main character
Antagonist (the Villain)
The person or thing working against the protagonist
Point of View
The angle from which the story is told; the method of narration

Examples of Point of View:
• First Person – A character tells the story from his or her own
perspective. If The BFG had been written in first person from the
perspective of the BFG, the story might have said, “Then Sophie
gets all jumbly when I be snitching her from the sleeping bed.”
• Third Person – A storyteller relates what is occurring and shares
information. For example, “The giant then grabbed the terrified
Sophie from her bedroom.”
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Changing the Point of View
The story in The BFG is recounted by the author.
It is told in the third person point of view.
How might this story be different if told in a first-person point of
view from the perspective of a specific character in the book?

If the story was told in first person
through the perspective of…
The BFG – The reader would only know what he experiences. The
reader would hear the story as told by a kind but uneducated
giant who often mispronounces words and mixes up proverbs.
Sophie – The reader would learn how frightened the
young girl was and how she helped solve the problem of
the terrifying giants.
The Bloodbottler – The reader may discover why
the giants were so mean and sloppy and how they felt
about their captivity.
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The BFG
from the point of view of

Sophie

The BFG
from the point of view of

The Fleshlumpeater

From her perspective the BFG is a hero and
very smart. She is proud of him for saving many
“human beans” from the other giants.

From his perspective, there are only three things
that are important: eating “human beans,” fighting
with other giants, and sleeping. He has a difficult
time understanding anything else.

The BFG
from the point of view of

The BFG
from the point of view of

The Queen of England

Mary: The Queen’s Maid

From her wise perspective, the BFG and Sophie are
heroes and should be treated with the utmost respect.
She is grateful that England was able to contain the
terrible giants and make the world a safer place.

From her perspective, Sophie and the BFG are
similar to characters in a tabloid magazine or
TV reality program. (She is a big fan of celebrity
news and current events.)

The BFG
from the point of view of

The BFG
from the point of view of

Mr. Tibbs: The Queen’s Butler

Mrs. Clockers: Orphanage Director

From his perspective, the BFG and Sophie’s arrival
at the palace is a problem that must be solved.
He accepts the challenge of finding a way to take
care of a 24-foot tall giant.

From her perspective, Sophie is just another
orphan whom no one would miss. She is concerned
that her poorly run orphanage will come under
inspection now that Sophie is a hero.

The BFG
from the point of view of

The Head of the Army

The BFG
from the point of view of

From his perspective, he is leading his troops
into an unknown and dangerous mission. He wishes
he had more information but is willing to do his duty.
He is also willing to take full credit for the success
of the mission.

Character of Your Choice
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Giant Country
A grid is a set of vertical and horizontal lines used to locate places on a map. Letters
and numbers are used around the edges of the map to label the areas marked off by
lines. For example, Dead Tree Forest is located in box 4-C.
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Questions:
1. What is the name of this map? ________________________________________
2. In what box is the compass rose located? ________________________________
3. What is the name of Giant Country’s mountain range? ______________________
4. In what direction did Sophie and the BFG travel to get from his cave to the
Wild Snozzcumber Field? ____________________________________________
5. The Giant’s Sleeping Ground is located in what box? _______________________
6. In what box is the scale bar located? ___________________________________
Bonus Question: Why might the distance of this imaginary map be measured in
kilometers rather than miles?
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Giant Country
A grid is a set of vertical and horizontal lines used to locate places on a map. Letters
and numbers are used around the edges of the map to label the areas marked off by
lines. For example, Dead Tree Forest is located in box 4-C.
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Questions:
Giant Country
1. What is the name of this map? ________________________________________
1-A
2. In what box is the compass rose located? ________________________________
Blue Rock
3. What is the name of Giant Country’s mountain range? ______________________
4. In what direction did Sophie and the BFG travel to get from his cave to the
North
Wild Snozzcumber Field? ____________________________________________
3-C
5. The Giant’s Sleeping Ground is located in what box? _______________________
4-D
6. In what box is the scale bar located? ___________________________________
Bonus Question: Why might the distance of this imaginary map be measured in
kilometers rather than miles?
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Create a Roald Dahl
Imaginary Map
Create your own imaginary map. You must include a compass rose; at least three
interesting locations; a river, lake, or pond; and a scale bar.
An atlas, a book of maps, would be a helpful reference tool to help you with this activity.
Possible Places
• Matilda’s Magical Town
• Willy Wonka’s Candy Land
• Fantastic Mr. Fox’s Forest
• James’s Peach Park
• Oompa-Loompas’ Island
Title: ____________________________________________________________
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Escape from Giant Country Game
Fleshlumpeater
hears you talking
in the cave.
Return to start.

You run away from
Meatdripper.
Lose a turn.

All the giants are
sleeping. Move
ahead five spaces.

#2
START

#1

You drink a bottle
of frobscottle.
Fly ahead three
spaces.

You bite into a
snozzcumber.
Move back three
spaces.

Directions for two players or teams:
• Begin by placing tokens on Start.
• Player 1 flips a coin to move ahead on
the trail. If the coin lands on heads, the
player moves one space; if it shows tails,
the player moves two spaces.

Bloodbottler
is in your cave
and won’t let
you leave.
Loose a turn.

• The player follows any directions on the
space.

You are planning
to visit the Queen
of England. Take
an extra turn.

• Player 2 takes a turn following the same
pattern.
• The first player to finish and escape
from Giant Country wins!

The giants are
too busy fighting
to see you leave
the cave. Take an
extra turn.

You have to
hide from
Gizzardgulper.
Go back one
space.

FINISH!
You escaped from
Giant Country.

Butcher Boy
chases you around
a big rock.
Lose a turn.

The giants begin
to argue with each
other. Move ahead
one space.

You can’t find
your trumpet.
Go back one
space.
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